INTRODUCTION

Common sense would suggest that a surgeon’s performance can be affected by noise and other distracting activities in the operating room environment. In fact, the operating room is a noisy and dynamic environment: sounds from phones, pagers, patient monitors, surgical equipment, background music, and conversation can be as loud as 80–85 dB. However, it has been shown that surgeons’ performance on a surgical task simulator is not affected by loud noise (80–85 dB) or background music. Furthermore, music has been shown to lower autonomic reactivity and increase speed and accuracy of a subtraction task for surgeons in a controlled environment, compared to no music at all. Therefore, a more likely candidate distractor for surgeons may be of the cognitive type (eg, being pressed to answer questions about a patient on another floor, make a scheduling decision, or predict the timing of their current operation). A survey of orthopedic surgeons revealed they viewed
“full focus” and “distraction control” to be important factors in attaining an excellent outcome. Research on the impact of distraction on performance has largely been limited to measuring the effects of distraction on purely cognitive tasks (i.e., memorization or reading comprehension tasks) or purely motor ones (i.e., walking on a treadmill or finger-tapping). These studies have demonstrated performance decrements in various cognitive and motor tasks when a cognitive distraction was imposed. One study specifically compared the effects of using a secondary cognitive task to distract subjects while performing a primary cognitive task, and found that the effect of a secondary cognitive task was similar to the effect of lorazepam (a depressant) use concurrently with primary task performance. Laparoscopic surgery, however, is a complex task likely involving both motor and cognitive functions and utilizing multiple areas of the brain. This study aimed to determine the effects of cognitive distractions on laparoscopic surgical task performance, using the Minimally Invasive Surgical Trainer—Virtual Reality (MIST-VR) (Mentice, Göteborg, Sweden), a validated surgical training simulator.

### MATERIALS AND METHODS

Thirteen medical students and surgical residents were recruited for this study. The study was approved by the institutional review board of our hospital. All subjects had been previously trained once on the MIST-VR and were given an opportunity to watch the demonstration for each task before the experiment.

Subjects completed one trial each of 6 simulated laparoscopic surgery tasks on the MIST-VR in both distracted and undistracted conditions (Table 1). The order of tasks remained the same for all subjects, but the order of distraction was counterbalanced. During each trial in which subjects were distracted, the experimenter posed a series of arithmetic problems (e.g., What is 11 × 14?) to be solved without external aid. The difficulty of these arithmetic problems was kept at a medium level, to ensure sufficient loading of surgeons’ cognitive resources, yet not too difficult to prevent performance. This would also serve to confirm our assumption that laparoscopic surgery requires cognitive functions in addition to motor skills. As soon as one problem was solved and reported verbally by the subject, another was posed so that subjects were continually distracted. If a problem was answered incorrectly, the participant was asked to try again. The question was repeated when a subject appeared to stop working on the arithmetic problem. The number of errors committed and the number of problems solved were recorded for each task but did not figure into the performance score. Spontaneous comments or questions by subjects were answered as briefly as possible.

The time to task completion, number of errors committed, economy of motion, and an overall performance score were tracked and recorded by the MIST-VR software program. Single factor ANOVAs were conducted

### TABLE 1. TASKS PERFORMED USING THE MINIMALLY INVASIVE SURGICAL TRAINER IN VIRTUAL REALITY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task name</th>
<th>Task description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Acquire–place</td>
<td>Target is grasped with a tool and placed in a box</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Withdraw–insert</td>
<td>Target is grasped with a tool, touched with the opposite tool, and then held in a steady position inside a box while the second tool is withdrawn from the screen, reinserted, and touches the target again</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diathermy</td>
<td>A cautery tool (with foot pedal) is used to cauterize a stationary target</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manipulate–diathermy</td>
<td>Target is grasped with a tool and held in place while the other tool touches the target, is withdrawn, and then is used to cauterize the target while it is being held steady within a box by the other hand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stitch start</td>
<td>A needle is grasped and a suture is placed through tissue at a specified location</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Half square knot</td>
<td>A needle is grasped and a single-throw knot is tied using an intracorporeal technique</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FIG. 1. Distracted vs. undistracted task completion times. All task completion times were greater for distracted compared to undistracted tasks. All differences were statistically significant at $P < 0.05$. AP, acquire–place; WI, withdraw–insert; DT, diathermy; MD, manipulate–diathermy; SS, stitch start; HSK, half square knot.
on each performance measure for all 6 tasks. The level of statistical significance was set at \( P < 0.05 \).

The study was performed in the Surgical Skills Research Laboratory of our hospital, an environment that is relatively quiet but not immune to the sounds of passersby, overhead announcements, and phones ringing. This environment was the same for all subjects; no unusual amounts of noise or other distractions were noted.

**RESULTS**

We found a significant increase in the time to task completion for all 6 tasks in the distracted condition compared with the undistracted condition (Fig. 1, Table 2). Analysis of the economy of motion and overall score data for all tasks showed a clear trend towards poorer performance when subjects were distracted. However, the decrement failed to reach a level of statistical significance (Figs. 2–4). This trend was reflective of the percent change calculated between distracted and undistracted trials for all performance parameters. Examination of the data for distracted vs. undistracted time showed a 30–40% change in time to task completion. Economy of motion showed a clear but modest increase of 15–25%, depending on the task. Overall score had a widely variable difference for different tasks, from 20–40%. Post-hoc analysis was conducted to determine if more complicated or more difficult tasks showed a greater effect than simpler ones, but the task type did not appear to consistently influence the decrement caused by distraction. Errors (as determined by the MIST-VR software) did not show a consistent variation based on the presence or absence of distraction.

**DISCUSSION**

It would seem self-evident that surgeons would perform best when they are allowed to fully concentrate on an operation without being distracted. However, given the time pressures and busy practices of today’s surgeons and hospitals, such an environment would be an unusual luxury. It is routine in most operating rooms for the surgeon or assistants to be interrupted several times to answer questions, make a decision on an unrelated matter, or to predict the timing or schedule of his or her day. Even within an operating team, attending physicians often teach by using the Socratic method. This questioning creates not only a purely auditory distraction, but a cognitive one as well. The operator must think about the answer while simultaneously thinking about the case at hand and continue the motor task of operating.

Previous research has demonstrated the negative effects of cognitive distraction on performance of cognitive and motor tasks. This study looked at virtual reality laparoscopic surgical simulation tasks that combine motion and cognition, designed to replicate the levels of cognitive and motor demands in surgical procedures. A number of studies have validated the MIST-VR as a useful tool for training surgeons and surgical residents,13–20 and additional research has shown that the MIST-VR system...
successfully discriminates between skill levels and thus may be used for analysis of surgical skills. 21–24

Our results showed a clear difference between distracted and undistracted task performance. However the magnitude and consistency of the difference varied with the performance parameter being measured. Time proved to be the parameter most sensitive to the influence of distraction—all tasks showed a statistically significant increase in task time when subjects were distracted. Our observations suggest that this was because participants would pause their surgical task briefly when they were given a cognitive distraction. According to Baddeley’s multiple resource model in information processing, 25 our results suggest that the arithmetic problem was competing with the laparoscopic task for cognitive resources, confirming our assumption that laparoscopic tasks require cognitive functions in addition to motor functions. This result is similar to that observed in a study of students who attempted to complete homework while watching television. 7 In that British study, homework performance suffered because students paused to look at the TV and then continued work. Our scores for economy of motion also suffered when participants were distracted, because the pause is an inefficient motion or because tools are rarely held completely still during such pauses. The overall score is comprised of these parameters (plus a score for errors) so it is not surprising that the overall score showed a decrement during distracted tasks as well.

Surgical errors, as calculated by the MIST-VR software program, were also measured, but did not show a consistent or significant increase when subjects were distracted. We hypothesize that this, too, was the result of the subjects’ tendency to pause work while solving their arithmetic problem. Though a pause took time and was inefficient, movements occurring during such a pause were slight and no errors were recorded. In addition, it did not appear that the shifting of attention back and forth in and of itself led to errors. This is in contrast to the results of other studies, which showed that a distraction that caused an attention shift led to increased errors in performance of both cognitive8 and motor10,12 tasks.

While a clear trend towards worsening performance was observed in the distracted condition, only the time parameter showed a statistically significant difference. There was a 30–40% increase in task completion time in the distracted vs. undistracted condition, compared with only a 15–20% increase in distracted vs. undistracted economy of motion score (the results for overall score were variable, with a 20–40% difference, and not all tasks reaching statistical significance). Because the trend is so clear but the percent change is small, we believe that enrolling additional subjects will allow us to increase the power of our study.

One of the limitations of this study is the fact that there was only one level of difficulty in the cognitive distraction. Graded levels of cognitive difficulty are needed to fully represent the range of distractions a surgeon faces in the operating room. Further studies are also needed to determine the cumulative effect of all distractions in the operating room, especially given the beneficial effect of background music. 4 Even if surgical task performance is worsened by distraction, it remains to be seen if there would be an actual effect on surgical outcomes. Furthermore, experienced and expert surgeons should be studied, as it is entirely possible that experienced surgeons are better able to block out distracting factors in the environment.
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